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The
Why America Is Free Curriculum
“A well-instructed people alone can be
permanently a free people.”
James Madison

The Why America Is Free Curriculum is a non-partisan enrichment
curriculum that produces extraordinary results by using a revolutionary
combination of content and methods. Over ten years of full time research at
outstanding historical institutions, writing, and classroom testing in diverse
schools went into the meticulous creation of the curriculum. It epitomizes the
ideal teaching methods of the national core curriculum standards. It also meets
or surpasses state standards in every subject. Fitting within the mandated time
limits, it is a unique, interdisciplinary, course of study for upper elementary
students in which all senses are engaged and the students live what they are
learning. No subject is taught in isolation but rather as tightly integrated
elements. It is unparalleled in providing the most comprehensive, engaging,
accurate account of the American Revolution and founding period, including
the influence of the Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment. For six
weeks, students are immersed in this era in every subject—Science, Math,
Social Studies, Language Arts, Music, Philosophy, Visual Arts, Character
Education, Performing Arts and Physical Education—in a hands-on study that
brings this period to life like never before. These meaningful experiences and
connections result in academic excitement, true learning, high-level thinking,
in-depth retained knowledge, and improved behavior and decision-making.
Why America Is Free instills respect for self and others, a sense of
community, a recognition of the rights and responsibilities of citizens of

our country, and an enthusiasm for learning. It is like no other program
we have seen. It is truly “revolutionary.”
Dorothy Menzies, Headmistress
Carlthorp School
Santa Monica, California
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Why is this curriculum critical?
Because there is a crisis in American education today.

Fewer than one in ten high school graduating seniors can pass the
United States Naturalization Test, which assesses basic knowledge
of U. S. history and government. This is a crucial matter because no
democratic republic is automatically self-sustaining. Our government
absolutely requires an educated and responsibly involved citizenship
for its long-term health and survival. Yet, even as the population
of the nation is becoming increasingly diverse, much that defines
and unifies us as Americans—the world-changing history of the
founding of our country, the treasure of outstanding role-models
from that time, and the underlying Enlightenment principles
upon which our nation depends—is being taught less and less.
Furthermore, across the nation, alarming numbers of students are not
engaged in learning in the classroom, and their behavior and decisionmaking skills are matters of serious concern. Their respect for teachers
has vastly deteriorated, as have self-respect and self-control. Many are
learning far less than they need or are dropping out entirely.
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The

Why America Is Free Curriculum
is the solution
Easy to use Virtually everything needed is provided, including outstanding teacher
training and support. The program allows teachers almost unlimited choices about
which lessons plans they use, and it does not slow them down in any subject.
Teaches character education based on
civic values and principle-based, rational
evaluation and decision making
Students live according to a code based
on self-respect, respect for others, and
self-control. They enjoy it, come to
really understand it, and then own it.

Multi-sensory and hands-on

The curriculum provides highly
experiential lesson plans and materials in
all academic disciplines.

Recreates 18th century classical approach to
integrated learning Math, architecture,

science, reasoning, and other disciplines were seen as
tightly connected, and were therefore simultaneously
taught as essential knowledge. This form of
integrated teaching provides powerful connectors
for lasting retention.

Meets or surpasses state academic
standards The standards are met in Social
Studies as well as all other subjects.

Teaches critical thinking and
principle-based problem
solving Students use

Enlightenment-based scientific
reasoning techniques for evaluation
and decision-making every day
in every class.

Sparks students’ imaginations

Meaningful role-play engages the students’
imaginations and critical thinking,
immersing the children in the world of 18th century
America and the issues faced by people involved
in the events of the time.

Introduces students to the Enlightenment This nation was seen by its founders as

an enormous social science experiment based on the revolutionary ideas of
the Enlightenment. Students learn these ideas and principles, and using key Enlightenment
reasoning techniques, they examine and debate
elements of the United States Constitution and Bill of rights.
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The curriculum engages the students because it makes all subjects relevant
CONNECTORS - NOTHING IS TAUGHT IN ISOLATION

As an example of this integrated learning,
when students study

Benjamin Franklin ~
In Social Studies, they discover that
Franklin was a key figure in our nation’s founding
history, politically, scientifically, musically, and
philosophically...
In Science, they learn that Franklin was the

one who proved that lightning was electricity, invented
the lightning rod, hosted electric parties, and made
“bottled fire” (a battery). The students learn how to
make their own batteries ...

In Music, they learn that Franklin’s favorite

invention was the glass armonica. They then make a
glass armonica and play it...

In Art, Science & Music, they learn that

earth, wind, fire and water are the four elements
that make glass. They watch “Elements,” a DVD
that incorporates art and music, featuring the
glass armonica and other instruments of the
period...

In Computer Science, they play a

virtual glass armonica.

Another example is...
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S tudents R ecreate C harles W illson P eale’s M useum
The f irst successful natural history
museum in the world!
Students will be involved in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Paleontological Dig
Experiencing Scientific Discovery
Animal and Plant Classification
Animal or Plant Research
Making Environmental Habitats
Writing Animal/Plant Presentations
Painting 18 th Century Self-Portraits
Assembling the Museum
Marketing the Museum
Oratory as Docents for the Museum

The curriculum is E X P E R I E N T I A L

We cannot understand human events of a time without first
understanding their context - everything about the lives,
thoughts, and cultures of those involved, as well as the world they knew.

What great ideas motivated them...

The Enlightenment’s Influence on the
American Form of Government

The Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment contributed greatly

to the United States becoming a self-governing nation. The Enlightenment was
a time when European intellectuals critically examined government and social
institutions because they believed that man could and should use his reasoning
ability to create a better, more just society. Using the rigorous logic of science,
intellectual leaders established convincingly that people are inherently born with
a body of “natural rights.” In examining the proper role of government, they
argued that governments should protect these natural rights, and that ultimately
it is the governed themselves, not their rulers, who should determine the laws.
These were radical ideas in the monarchies of Europe and there was no hope of
the ideas being adopted by the rulers there.

Americans, already

advanced in the practice of self-governance,
adopted selectively those Enlightenment ideas that were in harmony with their
beliefs and civic values. Applying scientific reasoning, they created a nation
designed to serve and protect the inherent rights of its people, and established
its foundational laws through the world-changing documents, The Declaration
of Independence, the United States Constitution, and the Bill of Rights.
A primary object should be the education of our youth in the science
of government. In a republic, what species of knowledge can be equally
important? And what duty more pressing than communicating it to those
who are to be the future guardians of the liberties of the country?
George Washington

What were their ...
Fears ...

Thoughts ...

Triumphs ...

Aspirations, principles and values ...

Sacrifices ...
Arts ...

Modes of Travel ...
Inventions ...

Recreations ...
Discoveries ...

Styles of
Architecture ...
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The Why America Is Free
Curriculum
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For several weeks the students are immersed

in the founding period in every subject—Science, Math, Social Studies, Language
Arts, Music, Philosophy, Visual Arts, Character Education,
Performing Arts and Physical Education.
~

The curriculum they study is unparalleled in providing the most comprehensive,
engaging, accurate account of the founding period, including the
influence of the Scientific Revolution and Enlightenment.
~

The curriculum brings to life the issues of the time from many

points of view and introduces outstanding men, women and children
drawn from all sides of the conflict.

The students apply 18

~

century reasoning techniques, and conduct themselves
at school according to the manners of the time.
th

~

The students create an alter ego who lives in the revolutionary period.
Through role-play and directed writing in journals,
the history of our nation becomes real to them.
~

Through study of the actions and motivations of people in history, students

discover the importance of great character, learn how to develop the traits they
most admire, and begin to make those traits their own.
~

The students learn how, why, by whom, and at what cost
our nation was born.

And then ...

PATRIOTS DAY

All that the students have learned becomes real to them as they live a day
and a night in the middle of the American Revolution!

...We mutually pledge to each other our Lives,
our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor.

After Patriots Day, studies continue. The American Revolution is won, the Treaty of Paris is signed, and then
begins the hands-on study of the United States Constitution and Bill of Rights. Because of all that has preceded, the
students are fully engaged. They understand the language of the documents, the principles embodied in them, and the
sacrifices made to protect them. They truly want to understand the foundations of the nation they have inherited—they
are invested.
Results of the Why America Is Free Curriculum
• Creates lasting beneficial effects on student intellectual excitement, attitudes, and behaviors. Instills principlebased decision-making skills and habits that utilize high-level thinking and apply the world-changing ideas of the
Enlightenment;
• Unifies students by instilling a deep understanding and appreciation of their shared national heritage;
• Develops in students lasting, in-depth knowledge, rather than fleeting rote memory, of the founding period and
its world-changing significance;
• Awakens students to their ownership of the nation that they share equally with all Americans. They experience
the strong bond this creates. They become acutely aware of the responsibilities of citizenship, and are inspired to
assume them.
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Why America Is Free Curriculum
Contents

52 Why America Is Free Textbooks
9 ½’ x 12’ Mastodon Skeleton
Manual of Correlations Between the Curriculum and State Learning Standards
9 Hard-Frame Subject-Specific Cases
LANGUAGE ARTS

SOCIAL STUDIES

SCIENCE

Instructions for Teaching Language Art
Arts CD
Vocabulary CD (printable)
Language Arts Teacher’s Manual
Creating an 18th Century Persona Manual
Why America is Free Planning Calendar
Journal Writing Manual
Sally Wister’s Journal
Diary of Anna Green Winslow
Blackline Copy Masters in Sleeve

Battle Road Narrative CD
Instructions for Teaching Social Studies CD
Glossary and Vocabulary CD (printable)
Social Studies Teacher’s Manual
Creating an 18th Century Persona Manual
Why America is Free Planning Calendar
Early American Roots CD
Rules of Civility Book
Blackline Copy Masters and Book of Manners
Wig Curler
Musket Ball
2 Maps Coordinated with Textbook on CD
Social Studies Supplemental Materials of Primary
Documents, Maps, Vignettes and Color Images

Science Leads the Way and Creates a Nation CD
Instructions for Teaching Science CD
Science Teacher’s Manual
Peale’s Museum Manual
Creating an 18th Century Persona Manual
Why America is Free Planning Calendar
Sample Peale Museum Ticket
6 Color Images in Sleeve
Scientist Name Signs for Science CD

MATH

Instructions for Teaching Math CD
Math Problems With and Without Answers CD
(printable)
Math Teacher’s Manual
Creating an 18th Century Persona Manual
Why America is Free Planning Calendar
Pieces of Eight

ART

Instructions for Teaching Art CD
Colonial Artists and Their Subjects DVD
Art Teacher’s Manual
Creating an 18th Century Persona Manual
Why America is Free Planning Calendar
Calligraphy in the Copperplate Style
1 Color Image in Sleeve
8 Quills
Fabric, Ribbon, Lace and Buttons for Painting Activity
2 John Singleton Copley 20” x 30” Mounted
Reproduction Paintings in a Zippered Portfolio Case

PATRIOTS DAY

Instructions for Patriots Day CD
Why America is Free Curriculum DVD
Patriots Day Instructional Manual
Creating an 18th Century Persona Manual
Evening Reception Manual
Sample Ribbon-Tied Price of Freedom Scroll
Sample Wax-Sealed Invitation
Sample Wooden Fan
Sample Hornbook with Latin Axioms
Sealing Wax and Brass Seal
Sample Fabric
Sample Young Gentlemen and Ladies Private Tutor
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Instructions for Teaching PE CD
PE Teacher’s Manual
Creating an 18th Century Persona Manual
Why America is Free Planning Calendar
2 Large Pieces of Chalk

MASTER

Instructions for Principal CD
Why America is Free Curriculum DVD
Master Manual
Creating an 18th Century Persona Manual
Why America is Free Planning Calendar
Sample Book of Manners in Sleeve
2 Sets of 3-Pack Copy Masters

MUSIC

Instructions for Teaching Music CD
John Adams: The Voice Heard ‘Round the World CD
Colonial Dance CD
Music Teacher’s Manual
Creating an 18th Century Persona Manual
Why America is Free Planning Calendar
The Elements DVD
The World Turned Upside Down CD
Fife and Drum Instruction Booklet
1 Color Image in Sleeve
Set of Drum Sticks
Fife
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September 4, 2007
To Whom It May Concern:
As a veteran teacher with over thirty years in the classroom, I can honestly say
that every student in my 5th grade classroom last year experienced history in a way that
altered how they think about history, about character, about themselves as learners, and
about themselves as citizens of the community. Values Through History provided that
program, called Why America is Free.
The text Why America is Free is a fresh approach to the life and times of
Americans living during the Revolutionary War, with emphasis on the character of
those men, women, and children. The text highlights their sacrifices, dedication,
steadfast courage, and determination through the stories of their deeds. The only
fictional character in the textbook was Jed, a boy the age of the students, whom they
met during the French and Indian War and followed to the Constitutional Convention.
Through his eyes, the students experienced the turmoil of the times. They couldn’t
wait to hear about Jed, and would eagerly grab their textbooks to begin the lesson.
Needless to say, while there are always some students who enjoy history, having the
entire classroom of learners be this enthusiastic was a unique and thoroughly rewarding
experience for me.
This program engages learners like no other I have seen. When given the
opportunity to create their own character, the students jumped at the chance, because
eleven year olds still love to pretend. They each imagined a family, a home, and a
father’s occupation. Throughout the unit, they wrote journal entries responding to the
events of the Revolution and how the behavior of the people reflected their character.
Also responding in a 21st century journal, they talked about life today but interpreted
experiences based on what we had been discussing about values and character. The
story of the Boston Massacre became an opportunity to discuss mob behavior. Had
they ever witnessed an example of bullying or been a victim of it? It also gave them
a forum to discuss what a person of character would do in that situation. Out of these
discussions came a community decision to stand up for a student who was the victim
of teasing. I witnessed a change in my children. Rather than silent bystanders, they
became active advocates of compassion and my class became a cohesive group of
children who could count on one another for support. The character education they
received changed them in ways that I feel will be lifelong.

Another hugely important part of this program is the thoroughness of
the concepts covered. It is so complete, so attentive to detail, so inspiring, and so
interesting that the students are eager to begin the lessons every day. While many
textbooks have been altered to be accessible to every student, sometimes diluting the
academic material, that is not the case with Why America Is Free. Educators Donna
Passmore and Jan Smulcer have written a rich program, which presents complex
concepts in engaging ways. Colonial classroom experiences teaching Latin and
architecture, excavation and construction of a 25 foot mastodon, creating an 18th
century persona, and participating in an evening reception during colonial times are
only a few of the activities that serve to inspire and excite the students. Our state
standards were covered by the many lessons full of hands-On learning, character
building discussions, and memorable activities.
The parents are still talking about what a difference they saw in their children.
My colleagues have eagerly embraced the program. I can’t wait to begin again this year!

It is a fabulous multi-sensory approach.

Sharon Brewster
5th Grade Instructor

Assistant to the Executive Director - Private School
(For Students with Mild to Moderate Learning Disorders) Virginia

The curriculum engages learners like no other I have seen.
Teacher - Private School California

The response from parents is phenomenal. They can’t believe how much
their children really learn, really internalize as a result of the experience.
Principal - Public School Texas

This wonderful program will inspire our students as Americans to respect, preserve, and protect their shared
national heritage as they learn about the world-changing events, heroes, and principles that are the foundation of
greatness of our nation, develop an understanding of the significance of the Athenian democracy, Roman republic,
Scientific Revolution and Enlightenment in forming the underpinnings for the Declaration of Independence,
United States Constitution, and Bill of Rights, and will create citizens who make principle-based decisions, aspire
to great character and participate responsibly in governance based on the good of all.
Principal - Public School South Carolina
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June 16, 2010
To Directors of Values Through History:
When I approached our administration with the proposal to change the 5th grade
curriculum and adopt the Why America Is Free program, I began with this quote from
John Henry Newman:
One may hear a thousand lectures, and read a thousand
volumes, and at the end of the process be very much where
one was as regards knowledge. Something more than merely
admitting it into the mind is necessary if it is to remain there.
It must not be passively received, but actively and actually
entered into, embraced, mastered. The mind must go to meet
what comes to it from without.
I continued by discussing how this program fully meets the developmental needs of this
age group and satisfies every standard of the National Council for the Social Studies.
Among many effective components that this integrated curriculum includes, I believe that
the idea to develop an 18th century persona and create journal entries about historical events
from that person’s perspective has provided an invaluable teaching tool. Following this
activity with having students do the same thing from a 21st century point of view has had
a significant impact on the students’ abilities to make judgments, form opinions, and make
persuasive arguments.
The science, art, and language arts unit of study, where the students recreate Charles
Willson Peale’s natural history museum, is another exciting and engaging experience. Since
the original museum was located at Philosophical Hall, a site that still exists in Philadelphia
today, it is part of our Pennsylvania history as well. The students greatly enjoyed painting
their 18th self-portraits and making “environmental habitats” for their animal or plant life
they had discovered, studied and written a paper about. The highlight of the unit, though,
was discovering and then assembling the life-sized reproduction mastodon skeleton. As
18th century docents for their museum, the students could not have been more in character.
Some of the boys created a tableau and they stayed so still that some of the younger visitors
touched them to see if they were real – and became convinced they were not! The name
that the students chose to rename their museum says it all – The Awesomerific Museum of
Art and Natural History.

Now that we are completing our first year, I am putting together a review to
provide to our social studies department. I am pleased to tell you I am presenting
a glowing report. I know that my students are far from where they were “as
regards knowledge” of American History. I know from their behavior, writing,
and conversation that they have mastered the curriculum. Most of my 5th graders
repeatedly say that social studies is their favorite class,and students unanimously
agreed that Patriot’s Day, when the students live a day and night in the middle of
the revolution, was the best day of the school year.
Thank you once again for providing a quality program. It is an excellent program
just as it is, but I greatly appreciate that it provided such a solid base to expand
upon. The possibilities are endless.
As in my quote to the administration, this portion describes what makes the Why
America Is Free program a success:
Something more than merely admitting it into the
mind is necessary if it is to remain there. It must
not be passively received, but actively and actually
entered into, embraced, mastered. The mind must go
to meet what comes to it from without.
Sincerely,
Karen Koza
5th Grade Teacher
Head of Professional Development

Valley School of Ligonier
Box 616, Ligonier, PA
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The
Why America Is Free Curriculum
Organizations and Institutions that have
Aided in the Research and Creation of the Curriculum

Special Endorsements, Partnerships and Research ~
American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, PA—use of original documents and images.
Bayou Bend Collection and Gardens, Houston, TX—research assistance; use of collection; support. Founders

are docents at Bayou Bend, a premier museum of American decorative arts, and it was through their work in the
area of education that they saw the great need for an educational program on America’s founding history. Because of
their prior work with many of the historic institutions on the East Coast and the scholarly reputation of Bayou Bend,
many doors opened.

Boston Public Library, Boston, MA—access to rare books and research assistance.
Colonial Williamsburg, Colonial Williamsburg, VA—site visits; research assistance; primary sources; 18th century
reproduction costumes for co-developers were hand made in the Millenary Shop of Colonial Williamsburg by special
permission – in the process, the developers were part of reenactment for visitors.

Walter B. Edgar, Columbia, SC—endorsement; support. Dr. Edgar, renowned historian of Revolutionary War
Southern campaigns, serves on Values Through History (VTH) advisory board; he is Director, Institute for Southern
Studies at the University of South Carolina, Carolina Trustee Professor, the Claude H. Neuffer Professor of Southern
Studies, the George Washington Professor of History, and a Louise Fry Scudder Professor of Liberal Arts.
Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, Mount Vernon, VA—featuring of curriculum in Donald W. Reynolds

Museum and Education Center; past President and Chief Executive Officer, James C. Rees, serves on VTH
advisory board; use of collection documents and images; film setting for footage and testimonial participation in
Why America Is Free DVD.

The Society of the Cincinnati, Washington DC—supportive partnership with VTH; funded filming for
Why America Is Free DVD; use of collection – documents and images; wide-ranging support.

Société des Cincinnati de France, Paris, France—sponsorship, facilitation of research in France, use of rare artwork

and documents.

Sudbury Fife & Drum Corps, Sudbury, MA—assistance in research when they allowed VTH founders to
participate in and photograph a nine-mile march, reenacting the events of Lexington and Concord; period music and
expert assistance in music lesson plans.
Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello Research Department, Charlottesville, VA—on-site access to all research,

documents and images.

W3R (Washington/Rochambeau Revolutionary Route)—research and images concerning the FrancoAmerican alliance and actions of the allied forces during the American Revolution. Presently VTH is researching and
writing Essential Allies, the Franco-American Alliance During the American Revolution.
Winterthur Museum, Garden & Library, Winterthur, DE—offered use of facility and items in collection.
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Donna Passmore & Jan Smulcer
Co-Directors
1419 Sugar Creek Boulevard . Sugar Land , Texas 77478
281-731-3202
713-533-1776
D.Passmore@valuesthroughhistory.org
J.Smulcer@valuesthroughhistory.org
www.whyamericaisfree.org
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